THIS COMING REVIVAL IN AND THROUGH CMFI WILL OCCUR IN 21
MAJOR WAYS
(THE PURPOSE OF THE REVIVAL – WHAT IT WILL PRODUCE)

These 21 Major Ways by which God will Bring Revivals in and through CMFI come
from the Prophecies we have Received from God through ZTF and TA
The 21 Points could be considered as sub-departments in the Revival Ministry.
They are Outlines and Many Details could still be added on each.
THE REVLVAL WILL BE:
1-Personal
2-At group level, on families, churches and on all in CMFI worldwide
3-It will flow to the various communities of unbelievers in all the nations.
4-On other leaders, churches and ministries outside CMFI
Some important passages:
Gen.4:25-26; Gen.35:1-6; Deut.16:1-17; Joel 2:12-32; Lk. 3:1-6; Hos.10:12; Is. 61;
Is.64:1-2; Ezek.36:25-38; Ezek.47; Acts 1:12; Acts 2, 3, 4, 6, 8
1-THE MAJOR WAYS TO COOPERATE WITH GOD FOR THE REVIVAL:
In the Bertoua Prophecy, the Lord said, if the saints cooperate with Him through
intensive and extensive prayer and fasting and so move heaven to act urgently, then
personal revival and the revival of all in CMFI which will be accelerated and this will be
followed by an unprecedented evangelism, soul-winning and church-planting in the
nations.
-Intensive and extensive fasting:
21-40 days of fasting
Shorter fasts
-Intensive and extensive praying:
Long prayer crusades
Short prayer crusades
Prayer sieges
THERE IS NEED TO PRAY THAT WE AS A MINISTRY, WHEREVER WE ARE
REPRESENTED, WILL COOPERATE WITH GOD AS PRESCRIBED!
2-HOW THE REVIVAL WILL BREAKFORTH GEOGRAPHICALLY:
A number of brethren in some parts of the world have had several visions in which light
was seen on Cameroon and that light was going from Cameroon to the nations.

The itinerant preaching of the Gospel, our literature and missionaries have been going out
from Cameroon to the nations since ZTF founded the Ministry in May 1975.
The coming revivals will follow the same trend. It will be born in Koume and from there
flow to the rest of Cameroon and from Cameroon to all the nations in the world.
1-PROCLAMATIONS ON GOD’S VICTORIES, PROMISES AND HIS COMMITMENT TO US AS
A PEOPLE
Proclamations remind us on our need to be humble, meek and lowly of heart and to remember God’s
grace, favor and commitment to us. To Him belongs the Kingdom, the power and the glory.
2-FOR BRO. TA AS THE PERSON OR ICON GOD WILL USE TO LEAD THE REVIVAL
3-CENTER OF THE REVIVAL EXPLOSIONS – KOUME
4-NATION OF FIRST NATIONWIDE REVIVAL – CAMEROON
5-NATION FROM WHICH THE REVIVAL WILL FLOW TO THE 250 NATIONS – CAMEROON
6-REVIVAL IN CMFI IN THE NATIONS
Ask for the 1 million DMakers
Ask for the 1 million HC
7-A REVIVAL THAT WILL SHAKE ALL THE 250 NATIONS
8-GOD’S PROMOTION OF CMFI TO SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP IN THE BODY OF CHRIST
GLOBALLY IN NUMBERS, WEALTH AND QUALITY
9-A CONTINUAL GLOBAL REVIVAL UNTIL CHRIST RETURNS FOR HIS BRIDE
10-IT IS THE 4TH MAJOR MOVE OF GOD – EZEK.47:1-12 (V.5-12).

3-PROCLAMATIONS OF THE TRIUMPHS GOD HAS GIVEN US OVER THE
SATANIC PRINCES OF:
-Yaounde
-Douala
-Cameroon
-Communism
-Malsi
-Hinduism
-Buddhism
Proclamations of open doors, new horizons, penetrations, expansion and extensions in the
nations as a consequence of these victories.
Proclamations of the prophetic word from the Lord linked to the overthrow of each of
these Satanic powers.
The lord says, taking the nations have become easier because of these victories.
4-REVIVAL AND THE OVERTHROW OF TERRITORIAL SATANIC SPIRITS:
2 Cor.10:3-6
The Lord said the conquest of nations for Christ will become easier because of the
overthrow of the major world Satanic powers above mentioned.

Revivals are the fruit of the work of the Holy Spirit through the binding of the Strongman
ruling continents, regions, nations and cities.
Through intensive and extensive prayer and fasting and obedience to Christ God is
moved to release the Holy Spirit to bind the strongman of regions so that we may plunder
the strongman’s house! Mat.12:29.
The coming revival will be the greatest manifestation of the triumph of Christ over Satan
and his hosts on the cross as regards to territorial satanic spirits ruling nations. We will be
dealing with satanic principalities and powers in 250 nations.
-Level 1: The work of the Holy Spirit as a result of our obedience in the filling of every
valley as in Lk.3:4-6; Is 57:14; Joel 2:15-19 with the 16 factors in the second part of the
Bertoua Prophecy. The power of the Spirit will handle the mountains and hills, and
crooked and rough ways. At this plane the Holy Spirit will work in the hearts of the
saints.
-Level 2: as we continue in intensive and extensive prayer and fasting and obedience to
God, the Holy Spirit will bind the strongman of every nation and city and then we shall
plunder their goods by an unprecedented evangelism, soul-winning and church-planting
globally (Mat.12:29; Is.64:1-2; Zech.4:6-7; Joel 2:20; 2 Cor.10:3-6). This will include the
dealing with our Sanballats and Tobiases!
That is why the Lord has told us that whole nations and cities will turn to Christ.
Our obedience to the Santa Cruz prophecy brought us results because complete obedience
is the pathway to punish every disobedience (2 Cor.10:3-6).
OBEDIENCE TO CHRIST IS THE ANSWER TO BINDING THE STRONGMAN!
PHASE 3 IS A CALL TO A HIGHER PLANE OF INTELLIGENT OBEDIENCE AND
THE CONSEQUENTIAL BINDING OF TERRITORIAL SPIRITS GLOBALLY!
In the history of revivals we find the above levels of action:
-Level 1 – God prepares someone or a few people to lead a revival. They always begin by
the filling of the valleys as necessary before triggering God’s move. God always begins
with His children.
-Level 2 – for the revival to flow from the church to society it is always a result of more
praying that as I perceive leads to the binding of the satanic strongman and ingathering of
souls for church growth. We have the Biblical examples of Elijah, Josiah and so on.
These examples give us an idea of what happens in the spiritual realm.
5-REVIVAL THROUGH REVIVAL TEACHING AND THE TEACHING
MINISTRY AT THE WUPF AND SKSG AND THE ANNEXES IN THE NATIONS
6-REVIVAL THROUGH THE IMPACT OF OUR REVIVAL TRACTS AND
LITERATURE ON HOLINESS

7-HOLINESS REVIVALS
Lk.3:1-6; Hos.10:12; Ezek.36:25-38; Joel 2:12-32;
FROM THE BERTOUA PROPHECY, THERE ARE 2 LEVELS OF ACTION:
1-LEVEL 1: Our cooperation with God to deal with every sin and idol in one’s heart in
order to experience personal revival.
2-LEVEL 2: Global revival by Divine acceleration. The Lord said, “If the saints
cooperate with Me, and through intensive and extensive prayer and fasting, move heaven
to act urgently, the revival will be on all the saints….and an unprecedented move in
evangelism, soul-winning and church-planting.”
The Holy Spirit and His power will come upon us in an unusual way:
1-A burning of all that needs to be burnt up by the Spirit of fire (Is.4:4)
2-Believers with divided hearts will:
-Come to absolute surrender,
-Be sanctification and
-Be filled with the Holy Spirit
-Come to absolute consecration
3-Believers who had their own ideas will:
-Repent
-Become loyal to Me
-Become loyal to TA
-Become loyal to the vision
4-Believers who have clung to money they ought to invest into the vision will:
-Repent
-Send large, medium and small sums to invest into the work
5-Believers who had backslidden will come back to God, backsliders of:
-30 years
-25 years
-20 years
-15 years
-10 years
-7 years
-5 years
-4 years
-3 years
-2 years
-1 year
-6 months
-3 months

-2 months
-1 month
6-People who have been around for decades giving the impression that they were with
ZTF and resisted from the heart and followed from a distance will:
-Give themselves new heart dispositions
-Draw near and follow whole-heartedly
-Also enter into the blessings
7-There will be harmony and harmony and harmony
There will be unity, unity and unity!
8-Multitudes will begin to:
-Think the same thoughts
-Feel the same feelings
-See as one person
9-The vision will become the vision of:
-10 people
-100 people
-1000 people
-10 000 people
-25 000 people
-50 000 people
-75 000 people
-100 000 people
15-The saints will be drunk with New Wine and some will be “under the power” for days
-Some will be “slain in the Spirit” and will be so for hours
-Some will experience all kinds of visions
-Some will have trances
-There will be many other experiences for the first time
-Some will urinate and urinate and urinate
-Some will vomit and vomit and vomit etc.
And some diseases shall come out through the urine and vomit
It will be truly miraculous and spectacular
10-Many will know:
-Emotional healings at very great depths
-Deliverance from bondages
-Healing in their wills
-Healing in their minds
-Healing in their emotions
11-Abundant miracles of transformations
12-Some to receive the same anointing that God gave to ZTF
13-A people who have returned to their first love for the Lord as in the Bertoua Prophecy

14-Continual walk in purity and holiness as a way of life
15-Continual dwelling of the fullness of the Spirit upon some – abiding fullness or
permanent river life
16-A life that continually seeks > finds > knows > and loves God > worships Him >
makes Him his Bliss > and serves Him recklessly for His exclusive glory will keep on
rising from one degree of fullness and power to another and so on.
17-A return to Christian values
18-Miracles of multiplications
19-New gifts and abilities received
8-REVIVALS IN PRAYER
Distribution of our books on Prayer
Impact of our books on Prayer – Promoting ZTF’s life and Ministry of Prayer
Teaching and teachers on Prayer
My children will come back to Me and come back to prayer in:
Koume
Bertoua
Yaounde,
Cameroon,
Africa
And worldwide.
They will come to the place of prayer hours before the official prayer time
They will continue to pray long after the time of closing the prayer meeting is long past.
There will be prayer in pairs,
In small groups,
In big groups,
In great masses.
There will be prayers of confession and prayers of proclamation.
Children will be caught up in earnest praying,
The adolescents will pray,
The youths will pray,
The adults will pray,
Husbands and wives will pray,
Parents will pray,
Grandparents will pray,
Great grandparents will pray.
Some places of work will stop work so that people can pray.
-The burning fire of prayer
-WUPF Annexes
-Prayer Ministers

-Houses of Prayer
-The fire of prayer at all levels
-“I have planted prayer in the Ministry; it will grow until it possesses you.”
9-FASTING REVIVAL
“I have planted fasting in the Ministry. It will grow until it possesses you!”
10-REVIVALS IN PASSION FOR THE WORD OF GOD:
-A return to the Bible
-BR - My word will be read with great appetite, believed and put it into practice with joy.
My children will love My word, read it and believe it.
-DDEWG
-A return to Christian values as taught in the Scriptures (restoration of old and ruined
foundations and broken down walls)
11-REVIVALS IN THE PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, READING AND
IMPACT OF OUR LITERATURE:
1-The books and the tracts will be read, acted upon with marvelous results.
2-The distribution and impact of our books and tracts
3-The books will be bought, read and believed.
4-It will come about that CPH will not be able to satisfy the demands for books, Revival
tracts, miracle tracts and evangelistic tracts for CMFI people worldwide.
5-Multitudes of My children who are outside CMFI will devour all that you write.
6-I will raise many publishers worldwide for the publication of your writings.
7-I will raise co-workers worldwide for every facet of the Christian Literature War.
8-I will move through the published works of your hand.
9-You are to wrestle so that a total of 500 Publishing Houses in the nations publish the
500 titles in 250 languages so that the 10 000 000 000 books reach the 10 000 000 000
people who will be on Planet Earth in your generation.
10-A massive distribution of evangelistic tracts, revival tracts, and signs, wonders and
miracle tracts and the books in the nations.
12-REVIVALS IN CO-WORKERS
1-Disciples who are in the zeal of their first love for Jesus Christ, working tirelessly.
2-Profiles,
3-leaders,
4-pillars,
5-princes,
6-missionaries,
7-statesmen,

8-distinct ministers with distinct ministries,
9-distinct spiritual gifts
10-unusual spiritual experiences
11-Common brethren who will emerge into very mighty men and women
12-Children who will become unusual spiritual phenomenon
13-Excellence and divine attestation to characterize our work
14-Innovative and creative leadership to abound
I make you My Judah
To produce kings and to conquer your enemies.
I call you to produce kings, leaders of:
-thousands
-tens of thousands
-hundreds of thousands
-millions.
I give you as a gift the first ten thousand leaders of thousands.
And I pledge to you the success of the goal.
SOME LEADERSHIP TYPES THAT WE NEED
1-Missionary leadership
2-Prophetic leadership
3-Evangelistic Leadership
4-Distinct Ministers of the Word
-Prophet-teachers
-Pastor-teachers for children
-Pastor-teachers for youths
-Teachers anointed to establish young converts in the Lord and in the church
-Prophet-teachers for leadership training
-Teachers to teach on prayer
-Women who will teach women on prayer
-Women who will teach women to fast and pray
-Teachers who will promote the revival:
1-teach on holiness (revival teaching)
2-win the lost
3-minister deliverance and healings
4-plant churches in localities and in homes
5-minister baptism into the Holy Spirit
6-distribute literature
5-Pastoral Leadership
6-Distinct Ministry Leadership

7-Distinct workers of miraculous signs and wonders
8-Distinct literature missionaries
13-REVIVALS IN THE MINISTRY OF THE WORD:
-Evangelistic ministry
-Soul-winning
-Church-planting
-Discipleship to Christ as in the Bertoua Prophecy
-Disciple-making
-Leadership training and deployment
-Church edification
-Revival teaching
-Teaching on prayer
14-OBEDIENCE TO THE SANTA CRUZ PROPHECY
The purpose is for personal revival and normalization of the Christian life. Obedience to
this message continues as we seek for the phase 3 explosions.
15-REVIVALS IN HEALINGS, MIRACULOUS SIGNS AND WONDERS
-Ability to win people in one culture, in a second, a third and a fourth.
-The manifestation of God’s power:
1-Miracles
2-Great miracles
3-Exceedingly great miracles
4-Awesome miracles
5-City-shaking miracles
6-Nation-shaking miracles
7-Continent-shaking miracles
8-World-shaking miracles
-Power to carry out mighty deeds
-Power to pull large crowds
-Power to cast out demons from multitudes
-Power to heal the sick
-Power to heal the soulically sick
“I will surprise you with massive results, with that which cannot be explained
I will surprise you with massive results, with massive blessings
I will heal you from failure, I heal you from failure, I heal you from failure
I heal you from all failure
Even missionaries that have been barren for long, I heal you, I heal you, I heal you
I heal you from all failures

I heal you and I shall bless you
I give you an Isaac year, I give you an Isaac year, I give you an Isaac year
A year of blessings, A year of multiplication
A year of results which are not commensurable with efforts
A year of results, because of the Hand of the Lord
A year of results, because of the favor of the Lord
A year of results, because of the blessing of the Lord
-Power to plant churches
-Power to plant mega-churches
-Power to establish supra-churches
-Power to minister baptism into the Holy Spirit to large crowds
-Power to raise mighty men and women for God and His service
-Power to bring God to large crowds
-Power to move people towards God
16-REVIVALS IN NUMBERS:
The Holy Spirit to come upon multitudes in CMFI for evangelism, soul-winning and
church-planting for an unprecedented increase in numbers globally.
There will be deliverances, healings, miracles, signs in the air, signs of all kinds, signs,
signs, signs, signs, signs and signs
-Hardened unbelievers will know radical conversions on the spot.
The missionaries will receive unusual anointing to:
-win people in one culture,
-win people in a second culture,
-win people in a third culture
-win people in a fourth culture.
-Billions to be swept into the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ including
presidents,
ministers,
directors,
generals and
highly placed peoples
The sweeping to Christ of entire:
-families
-villages
-tribes
-cities
-nations
-Number of locations with churches planted
-Number of House Churches of Disciples planted

-men
-women
-children
-young people
-youths
-seniors
-whites
-blacks
-Latinos/Hispanics
-Asians – Japanese, Indians, Chinese, Koreans…S.E.Asians
-Elementary school teachers
-Middle school teachers
-High school teachers
-College teachers
-University teachers
-Police officers
-Army officers
-Navy officers
-Marines
-Air force officers
-Space Force officers
-Coast Guards
-Workers of the public sector
-All categories of workers at the private sector
-Train and buss drivers
-Businessmen
-Estate agents
-middle school pupils
-High School students
-College students
-University students
-Former drug-addicts
-Former street dwellers
-Former criminals
-Former prisoners
-Physicians
-Nurses
-All categories of health care workers
WHAT SHOULD CHARACTERIZE EVERY MEMBER OF CMFI GLOBALLY?

WHAT SHOULD CHARACTERIZE THOSE WHOM GOD WILL ADD TO OUR
NUMBERS?
17-REVIVALS IN EXPANSIONS, EXTENSIONS AND NEW HORIZONS
1-Penetrations
2-Open doors
3-Raising and sending out missionaries
4-I wil give you power to possess new territories
5-I will make princes of your leaders
6-You shall possess the gates of your enemies
7-You shall enter new territories and you shall triumph
8-You shall enter new nations and you shall triumph
9-You shall enter new cultures and you shall triumph
10-You shall enter new languages and you shall triumph
11-I give your sons the strength to possess the gates of your enemies
12-Obstacles shall withdraw before you
You shall not withdraw from obstacles
13-You shall possess the gates of your enemies
14-Enter into My Isaac year
Sow and sow and sow
15-And I will bless and bless and bless
And you shall prosper and prosper and prosper
And all shall see that it is the Hand of the Lord
That it is the Hand of the Lord
18-REVIVALS IN WEALTH – Material and financial
Doors will be opened and there will be wealth:
Doors that have been closed for years will become wide open.
Money will become available for rapid expansion on many fronts.
The businessmen of CMFI will enter into unusual prosperity from small traders to big
businessmen.
WEALTH ACCORDING TO THE COLORADO SPRING PROPHECY!
I will rain my blessings upon you.
I will rain wealth upon you.
I will send you my packages from heaven.
You have received income in millions,
You have received income in millions of francs CFA.
This day, I promote you.
I promote you.

As a ministry, I promote you.
You shall begin to receive millions in other currencies.
You shall receive millions in other currencies.
I give you money as wind for the gospel,
To carry the gospel to the ends of the earth.
I give you money as fuel to carry the missionary enterprise as far as the curse can be
found.
19-A MOVE OF GOD FOR AN UNPRECEDENTED HARVEST:
-harvest of first fruits
-abundant harvest
-great harvest
-superabundant harvest
-harvest in house churches
-a harvest that will go on and on and on and go on and on increasingly
-I send upon you the latter rain, the rain of harvest
-My miraculous harvest
-harvest beyond your work
-harvest beyond what is just blessing, and beyond even the Isaac blessings
-harvest beyond the 30-fold,
-60-fold and
-100-fold
-beyond the 400-fold
-harvest of a 1000-fold
-harvest of 10 000 fold
-miracle harvest in all the domains
-harvest that will make you strong and mighty community, a movement in might and in
power
-harvest that will bring you elevation, visibility and glory
-a harvest that will make you like a big mountain of the Lord So that the nations may flock there and turn to you
-I give you a harvest that will make you an army, a movement, a nation, a people
-a harvest that will make you like a sign upon the hills for the nations
-I have commanded a deluge! A latter rain, the latter rain of harvest upon:
-you
-the leaders,
-the pastors,
-the youths,
-the children,
-the missionaries,

-the churches,
-the mission fields,
-the nations,
-the base,
-the departments,
-the ministries,
-all the work of praying,
-all the work of fasting,
-all the work of teaching,
-all the literature work,
-all the work of preaching,
-all the work of evangelizing,
-all the work of church planting,
-all the work of construction,
-all the work of service and giving,
-all the works of mercy and compassion,
-all the work of training leaders,
-all the work of making disciples,
-the work of raising workers,
-all the work of leadership,
-all the work of pastoring the flock,
-all the work of personal revival,
-the work of praise,
-the work of healing, deliverance and miracles,
-the work of individuals,
-the work of teams,
-the work of churches,
-the work of the base,
-the work of the ministry,
-all the work you have done.
I am pouring My blessing and the latter rain for the harvest upon all the work:
-that you have done.
-of 1 year ago
-of 5, 10 years
-of 20, 25 years
-of 30, 40 years
-of 45, 50, 60 and 70 years
-of 100 years and 200 years
You will harvest from all the work you have done
You will harvest from all the work that others have done

You will harvest from the work that the missionaries that came here at the beginning
have done
You will harvest from your sowing
And you will harvest from the sowing of others
And save the harvest in My store cities of
-My house churches
-My churches
-My mega churches
-And in other house churches
20-REVIVALS THAT WILL LEAD TO THE PROMOTION OF CMFI IN
WORLD SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP IN:
1. Numbers,
2. Wealth and
3. Quality
1-I am placing you in a position of distinction and I am giving you spiritual leadership all
over the world.
2-Many will come from the nations to serve you.
3-Many will come from other ministries to serve you!!
4-Kings and presidents shall begin to acknowledge you and to serve you.
5-I have raised the distinct leaders and the ministries for this and I want you to accept this
from Me as My gift as you come to the end of this crusade!
6-Phase 3 is to catapult our work and CMFI into global spiritual leadership in Numbers,
Wealth and in Quality
1-NUMBERS:
-The number of locations with churches
-House churches
-Of men
-Of women
-Of youths
-Of whites
-Of Latinos
-Of Blacks
-Of Asians
-Of Immigrants from over 200 nations represented in the churches
-Of Married couples
-Of millionaires
-Of billionaires
-Of locations with Churches
-Of megachurches

-Of suprachurches
-Of homes for house churches
-Of disciples
-Present in the prayer meetings
-Present in the Teaching meetings
-In training for leadership at all times
-In our homes to eat with us day by day
-Of marriages
-Of givers to God for the Gospel
-Of people who will put in their all for the Gospel
-Of sacrificial givers for the Gospel
-Of givers to one another
-Of apostles
-Of prophets
-Of evangelists
-Of pastors and teachers
-Of Miracle workers
-Of healers
-Of administrators
-Of speakers of various kinds of tongues
-Of exhorters
-Of distinct leaders
-Of leaders at all levels
-Of ministers of prayer
-Of ministers of fasting
-Of men of prayer
-Of women of prayer
-Of men of fasting
-Of women of fasting
-Of composers of songs
-Of guitar players
-Of keyboard players
-Of drum-players
-Of violin-players
-Of players of various kinds of wind pipe instruments
-Of diverse kinds of singers
-Of different kinds of musicians
-Of gifted Christian classical musicians
-Of composers of Christian classical music
-Of children ministers

-Of youth ministers
-Of ministers for men’s ministry
-Of ministers for women’s ministry
-Of ministers for the married
-Of ministers for the unmarried
-Of ministers for the poor and needy
-Of ministers for rehabilitation centers
2-WEALTH:
-spiritual wealth
-wealth in mighty deeds
-wealth in mighty princes
-wealth in profiles
-wealth in human resources
-wealth in mighty men and women
-wealth in spiritual gifts
-wealth in ministries
-wealth in finances
-wealth in material things
-wealth in physical strength
-wealth in relationships
-wealth in finding favor before governments and authorities
-wealth in physical protection
-wealth in spiritual protection
-wealth in structures
3-QUALITY:
-a people of God; a family of God
-a people who hunger and thirst after God
-a people who seek after God
-a people who encounter God
-a people of abundant experiences with God
-a people who know God and His will
-a people who obey God
-a people who love God
-a people who worship God
-a people who enjoy God as their bliss and ministries
-a people who enjoy God’s fullness in Christ
-a people filled and full of the Holy Spirit
-a people who carry the presence of God

-an overcomer army of the Lord
-a goal-directed people
-a people who are strategic in their service for God
-a people who serve God according to their spiritual gifts
-a people who serve God tirelessly in a goal-directed way
Quality:
-in how meetings are led
-preaching
-teaching of the word
-due to the tangible presence of God with us
-hospitality
-in enjoying the life of God
-DDEWG
-BR
-in singing
-music
21-REVIVAL OF OTHER LEADERS, PASTORS, CHURCHES AND
MINISTRIES THROUGH CMFI IN THE NATIONS.
A GREATER REVIVAL THAT WILL AFFECT ALL THE NATIONS ON
EARTH!
THE COMING ENDTIME REVIVAL IN AND THROUGH CMFI TO THE
NATIONS WILL BE THE MOST LASTING AND UNPRECEDENTED IN
CHURCH HISTORY (EZEK.47)
Factors that will make it unprecedented and most lasting:
(These factors were very minor or absent in previous revivals)
1. An established leadership that seeks after God to ensure that we remain a spiritual
movement and for the vision to be pursued.
2-Seeking God through DDEWG and other ways will be established
3-Discipleship to Christ and the Making of Disciples in house churches.
4-Accountability (an integral part of discipleship and the making of disciples)
5-A powerful intensive and extensive Prayer Ministry from our HQ to all the nations.
6-A powerful intensive and extensive Fasting Ministry from HQ to all the nations
7-A powerful intensive and extensive Teaching Ministry for Church Edification and
Leadership Training (at our WUPF and SKSG at HQ and the global network of annexes)
8-The raising and presence of Mighty Men and Women, Princes, Statesmen, Profiles,
Distinct Ministers of God’s Word, Distinct Ministry Leaders, Pillars, Missionaries and so
on, in large numbers throughout the nations.THESE FACTORS WILL ENSURE
CONTINUAL REVIVAL WAVES OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

